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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last few year', it has become increasingly obvious that collec
tive inelastic excitation processes play a vital role in heavy-ion induced 
reactions and that such collective excitation must be treated theoretically 
using coupled-channel (CC) methods. The necessity of using the CC method was 
best demonstrated in analysis of the recent and very accurate measurements 
£l-3] of both the elastic and inelastic scattering from highly-deformed nu
clei. In describing such scattering processes for heavy-ions, it is also 
essential to take into account excitations due not only to the usual nuclear 
interaction but also to the Coulomb force, the latter of which is generally 
ignored in scattering induced by light-ions. Doing CC calculations, inclu
ding the effects of Coulomb excitation without introducing any further ap
proximation is, however, very time consuming and thus practically impossi
ble. This is primarily due to the long-range nature of the Coulomb potential. 

The aim of the present work is to develop a method to carry out CC cal
culations, including the Coulomb excitation effects, much faster. For this 
purpose, we use two approximation techniques, namely, the WKB approximation 
of Alder and Pauli [A] in handling the effects of Coulomb excitation, and 
the Padé approximation for the manipulation of the large partial wave contri
bution. We will discuss very briefly the formulation of CC calculations ba
sed on these two approximations, and we will show the result of numerical cal
culations for 1 6 0 scattering from 1 5 2 S m at 72 MeV. 

II. FORMULATION 

We consider only strong collective rotational and vibrational excita
tions of the target. Furthermore, we neglect projectile excitation and the 
•pin-orbit interaction in the optical potential. In this situation, we may 
treat the projectile as a structureless particle with spin zero. The Hamil-
tonian of the system can then be expressed as 

H'- H • I • 0 • V, (1) 
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where H is the target Hamiltonian, T the kinetic energy of relative motion, 
and U and V are respectively the diagonal and non-diagonal (coupling) part 
of the generalized deformed optical potential. Let us denote the total ener
gy and total wave function of the system by E and f respectively. Then we 
can write down the Schrotfinger equation as : 

H T * E T. (2) 

f can be expanded in terms of the channel wave function |q,JM>, which is 
characterized by a set of quantum number q = (1,1.), together with the total 
angular momentum J and the parity IT, 

Î - Î * I A , n - (-) 1 irA, (3) 

where I. and ir. are the spin and parity of the target respectively, 

* - r"1 Z x ^ jq.JM>- <4> 
q J 

The unknown expansion coefficient Y i» nothing but the distorted radial 
Jif 

wave function. He obtain a coupled-differential equation for X by inser
ting the total wave function, eq.(4), into the Schrodinger equation, eq.(2), 

V P! Eq q 

- J r E <3M,q|v|q\JM> X„7 (5) 
q q» H 

where p • k_ r, and E • E - w ; k_ is the wave number and w_ .he excita-q H q q H H 
tion energy in the target nucleus. 

The basic idea of our method to solve this equation is that we dévide 
the whole interaction region into two parts ; I) in the interior region, we 
take into account both nuclear and Coulomb interactions and solve exactly 
with the boundary condition that there is no Coulomb excitation in the exte
rior region. This is a well-defined ordinary CC equation [5]. 2) in the exte
rior region, we only consider Coulomb interaction, and solve by using the WKB 
approximation with the outgoing boundary condition. Since how to obtain the 
8-roatrix in the interior region is explained in detail in the literature [s], 
we do not repeat the discussion here and just denote the S-matrix obtained 
as S* . The total S-matrix can then be written as s 
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S - H T S ( i n ) U (6) 

where the transformation matrix U describes all the effects of the Coulomb 
excitation in the exterior region. Hext we describe how to calculate U, by 
using the WKB method of Alder and Pauli [4]. 

Under a WKB approximation, the radial part of the partial wave in the 
channel q is written as 

u - J _ <„<->.<->. „<•>.<•> , 
qq0 H T q qqc - -

q 
q qq •o n n n o 

(7) 

where h are Coulomb wave functions given by 

h ( ± * - G * iF , 
q q q 

(8) 

k is the wave number and F and G are the regular and irregular Coulomb 
q q /+) q 

wave functions, respectively.a-- is a function of r to be solved for. Since 
the strong oscillation of the wave function is already described by h ' in 

(+) q 
eq.(7), we may assume that aXZ is a very slowly varying function of r. 

The CC equation for a*Z is obtained by inserting eq.(7) into the CC 
equation for u o a (r), multiplying either by h or h ' from the left, and 
then applying the following three approximations : 1) h x ' are approximated 
by those obtained by the WKB approximation ; 2) the second derivative of 
ai- with respect to r is neglected ; and 3) the rapidly oscillating terms 
like h*"'h*"' and h* +'h t +' are neglected. It is then easy to see that a* -' 
satisfies [4], 

da (±) 
"qq O T 
dr + E V<*> . < ? , (9) 

where 

v ( ± ) 
qq f 

i q q J 
"2T irr— vqq* 

±i(è - V> (10) 

['- (2n /k r) - l(i * D/kV] 
q q q J 

-1/4 
(JO 
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and 

•o " k« r /P« * V ° * \M£ * *(* + 0/(k r - i| • ^/P f l)l q q q q |_ q q q q q j 
(12) 

- ft(l • 1) cos"1 |n /l^ 2 + 1(1 • J) • 1(1 • l)/k r Vr\2 + 1(1 • 1)1, L q q 1 q J 

with n being the Sommerfeld parameter, v , in eq.(IO) is the electric mul-
q n (±) q q 

tipole matrix element [4J• Since a are slowly varying, eq.(9) can be in
tegrated in large steps, which is the origin of the fast integration we were 
looking for. 

We note here that V* , has the property that 

v(±)" . ; v(*) (13) 
qq* qq 

which leads to the relation 

«W0
 q q o 

In other words, a«n and ai a are not independent of each other, and *r»o HHO ,+» , » 
thus eq.(9) needs be solved only for one set, either a or a* . The inte
gration is carried out n times (n being the dimension of the CC equations) 
from r « R , the separation distance,to r • R>,, the matching radius, with n 
different starting values given as 

*qk > ( r ' V ' 6qk * q " , p 2'••• °' 
The solution u„q (r) which corresponds to the boundary condition at 

r • Rj., i.e., the condition that 

q 

may be put in the form 

q qo KF k q q k ^ q o q q k " qo 
q 

ïhe unknown coefficients a£q£ are determined by the condition (15), as well 
as the requirement that u q q (r) matches smoothly to the interior solutions 
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•t r • R . The result is given, in the matrix form, as 
5 

„(- ) . , ( - ) ( r , „> i 0 > ( 1 7 ) 

.«•> - S<in>a<-> - S H">U. (18) 

From eq.(l6), it is seen that the total S matrix can be written as 

S . a
( + ) (») o ( + ) . (19) 

Using the relations (17) and (IB), and also the fact that U • U , it is 
easy to see that eq.(l9) is reduced to eq.( 6) ; the S-matrix is obtained 
in terms of S and the transformation matrix U determined by our new 
method. Once an S-matrix is obtained, the C matrix can be calculated as, 

C - (S -l)/2i. (20) 

The cross-section can be expressed in terms of the C-matrix, C , , 
given by eq.(20), as 

An I I I 2 

jg • 2 T ' . E T , (6) , (21) 
*° 2 I A + J M;M A « MA MA ' 

where 

i ( v + a% > 
T M ? M (e>-j -£=Khe a 8 

a a q q (22) 

<*a°IAMAlJMA> <*."i V i l ^ ' q W <9> ' a B » a 

where a% is the Coulomb phase shift. In order to speed up the calculations, 
we also use the Padé approximation in handling the scattering amplitudes of 
eq.(22). 

III. SCATTERING OF 1 60 FROM 1 5 2Sm 

Following the formalism outlined above, we developed a computer program 
JPWKB [6j, based on the program JUPIT0R-1 written by Tamura [7]. We have per
formed a large number of CC calculations using our computer program JPWKB, 
and find that the results agree very well with experimental data in most of 
cases considered. We choose here the scattering of **0 from 1 5 2Sm as a 



typical example of elastic and inelastic scatterings. 

The data were taken recently by the Minnesota group [é]. The incident 
ions energy in this experiment is E 1 , • 72 MeV, which is very close to the 
top of the Coulomb barrier. The experimental data, which are displayed in 
Fig. 1, reveal s. dramatic deviation from Rutherford scattering even at very 
forward angles. The grazing peak, which is observed in most heavy-ion elas
tic scattering data, does not even appear, though we see a slight bump at 
the corresponding angle. The ratio of reduction in the cross-section at the 
grazing angle exceeds 40 Z. A similar disappearance of the grazing peak is 
also observed in the inelastic cross-section. Note that the 2* first exci
ted state cross-section is very large, for instance about 8 times larger 
than in ***Nd + 1 2 C scattering [2], and also that at backward angles grea
ter than 100*, the 2+ inelastic yield is greater than the elastic yield. 
Such a strong population of the 2* state suggests that the coupling is very 
strong, and thus that a simple optical model and DWBA calculation are not 
able to reproduce the observed trend of the cross-sections. 

Thus we carry out CC calculations, for which results are drawn in Fig.l, 
and find that the CC calculation fits the experimental data very well. In 
doing this calculation, a deformed Woods-Saxon potential is used and the op
tical parameters are as follows : V « 13.0 MeV, W - 4.5 MeV, a • 0.50 fm, 
a * 0.58 fm, r - 1.37 fm, r • 1.40 fm and r - 1.20 fm. We consider only 
rotational coupling between the ground and 2* first excited state in the 
target nucleus 1 5 2Sm, which is known to be a typical rotational nuclevs. The 
calculation includes 200 partial waves and integrations are carried out up 
to 300 fm. The nuclear and Coulomb deformation parameters were adjusted to 
obtain the best fit to both elastic and inelastic scattering data. The va-

C N 
lues obtained are $, - 0.287 and g- " 0.251, and agree very well with the 
very recently reported experimental values [9,10], 0, • 0.282. 

Let us again discuss the CC effects on the elastic scattering for this 
system. For this purpose we also perform an optical model calculation for 
the elastic scattering data, and the dashed curve in Fig.l is the result of 
such a calculation. It obviously fails to reproduce the data. We have also 
tried to vary the optical parameters in order to obtain a better fit, but 
such an effort was not successful. In the CC calculation, however, use of 
optical parameters which are provided from the fits of the data of neigh
bouring spherical nuclei, can reproduce this experiment. The CC calculation 
is thus essential to describe the present experimental situation. 

In order to see more detailed aspects of the CC effect, it is helpful 
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to study the S-matrix as a function of 1. The absolute Magnitude, JS,|, of 
the S-matrix obtained from the CC and the optical model calculations are 
shown in Fig.2. It is seen from the figure that |s,| % 0 for I < tq, where 
tq is the grazing partial wave, implying that the partial waves vith £ less 
than tq are strongly absorbed. This is true for both CC and optical model 
calculations. However a remarkable difference is seen for t > tq, between 
two calculations ; i.e. the |s,| obtained from the CC calculation is redu
ced dramatically and climbs much more slowly with increasing t. It is clear 
that this reduction for I > lq is due to the GC effect of the Coulomb inte
raction; for these partial waves, only Coulonb excitation is important. It 
is worthwhile to mention here that several approaches [ll-13] have been 
introduced to derive an "effective" potential which can reproduce the obser
ved deviation in elastic scattering. It is found that this potential is a 
long-range, negative, dominantly imaginary potential which describes the ab
sorption due to Coulomb excitation. 

Our calculated inelastic scattering cross-section also explains the ex
perimental data very well and gives the correct deformation parameter, indi
cating the importance of carrying out the CC calculation, while D W M obvious
ly fails to reproduce the data. 

We conclude again by emphasizing that the CC method as opposed to the 
optical model and DWBA, must be used in order to obtain a reasonable des
cription of heavy-ion scattering processes. In the present case of a highly-
deformed rotational nucleus, the necessity of the CC calculation is required 
not only for the inelastic scattering, but also for the elastic scattering. 

We would like to express our sincere appreciation to Prof. T. Uda^awa 
for his suggestions and encouragement throughout this work. We also thank 
Dr. Mermaz for his helpful discussions, and-finally Drs. Dehnhard and Weber 
for providing us their experimental data. 
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FIGURE CAFTONS 

Fig. 1 - Angular distributions of Sm + 0 scattering. The solid lines 
are CC fits, and the dashed lines are optical aodel and DWBA fit 
for elastic and inelastic scattering respectively. 

Fig. 2 - Absolute nagnitude of S-natrix. 
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